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aain resource was cattle-breeding, which required neither large lapital nor many hands and could get along with few means of iransportation. Cattle-breeding—oxen, sheep, and Angora goats wqtq the chief kinds bred—has lost its relative importance while agriculture has progressed steadiJy. ( Dry-farming has caused the northwestern states to become great wh&t producers; according to its average crop, Washington stands fifth among the states, and in a plentiful year such as 1911 it even took the second place. It is one of the states in which the yield per acre is the highest and the one where prices are the lowest. In the last ten years, however, irrigation has also become an important factor. Encouraged by the improved means of transportation, which facilitate the disposal of fruit and vegetable produce, capital has been forthcoming for the construction of dikes and canals. Private individuals and co-operative associations have done the greatest part; the Federal Government, through the medium of the Reclamation Service, has taken in hand several important works, among others those of the Takima Valley, which extend over more than 130,000 acres. In 1910 about 680,000 acres were under irrigation in Oregon, 440,000 acres in Washington, and, judging from the plans, we may expect to see these figures increased at least by half in 1920. The tracts thus fertilized cover the lower courses of a large number of the tributaries of the Columbia, especially in the vicinity of the Cascade Range, which, acting as a screen, maintains the annual rainfall below the 12 inches deemed necessary for dry-farming. Thus, by the intensive cultivation of fruit, vegetables, alfalfa and hops, the resources are being utilized more and more of these arid territories, which already deserve their ambitious title of "Inland Empire."
To the agricultural and forest products must be added the fisheries to complete the account of the riches of the Columbia basin It goes without saying that the local market absorbs but a small part of the output of the region; Oregon and Washington export 65 and 80 per cent, respectively of their wheat; and the same proportion holds good for the remaining products. The elements are therefore present for a large export trade.
To become the center of this trade, Portland possessed a distinct advantage, namely a natural network of navigable streams which enables her to enter into business relations with the different regions of the hinterland. Although neither the upper Columbia nor its

